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Enter the world of the Carlotta
where live the . . . 

GHOSTS OF THE CARLOTTA-PRESENT

They say that there are ghosts in the Carlotta. But none can 
be felt as strongly as those of the many tenants who lived 
here but then were uncremoniously asked to leave during the 
years 2014 and 2015. Their bodies left. But not their spirits. 
Some of these ghosts still lurk around, testament to a magical 
era that was cut short.

Amongst them are . . . 

STINSON CARTER: In January 2001, a young Stinson Carter, moved into the Carlotta as a subletter 
after smooth-talking the poster of a Craigslist ad. He quickly became friends with Alan Dunn who 
lived in an apartment downstairs. In the communal tradition of the Villa Carlotta, Alan helped his 
friend land a job working alongside him at the Chateau Marmont. This supported Stinson’s ambitions 
as apartment 410 became his writer’s treehouse. A tragic suicide in an Italian hotel turned Stinson into 
a now-bonafide tenant. After years of sitting down to write at the table by his west-facing window, Mr. 
Carter had landed his first paid gig writing a review of the Sportsman’s Lodge for Blackbook magazine. 
Stinson continued to write and the publications and assignments became more and more prestigious, 
until the Wall Street Journal tapped Stinson to write what he considers to be the coolest story—a 
piece on musical artist Pharrell in 2014. But the story that was closest to his heart and home was 
“Ladies Lunch”, an autobiographical script started years earlier that featured his two other struggling 
30-something year old neighbors, Brian Simpson and Mark Macinnis, who incidentally also worked at 
the Chateau. But alas, the band broke up in the midst of the 2014 Carlotta tenant shake-up and Stinson 
channeled the sadness into his “Ciao, Villa” article published by Vanity Fair in January 2015.  Of the 
Villa, Stinson has said “That place is a part of who I am now. A place as big as any relationship that I’ve 
had.” In April 2015, Stinson and the Carlotta broke up for good.

EMILY DEGROOT: After being told to “go away” by manager Tom, Emily—like so many persistent 
Carlottans—kept coming back. This proved to be a successful approach, and in May of 2005, Emily 
moved into apartment 312. Enchanted by the ceiling beams in her apartment that reminded her of 
her childhood home’s ‘fancy room’, Emily felt like she had made it because she now lived in the ‘fancy 
room’. Two years later Emily and (now ex-)husband, Ben married on the roof of the Carlotta. Two 
years after that, came Leopardin, the Pug. In 2009 this stylist/director was nominated for an MTV 
music video award for a video inspired by and shot in the Carlotta. Her inspiration continued until it 
abruptly stopped.  In June of 2015, Emily had to leave 312—her ‘turtleshell’.



SAM FULLER: Sam, who moved into apartment 402 at the Villa Carlotta sometime in the late ‘70s, 
was born in 1931, just five years after the Carlotta was built. Attracted by Hollywood, this Johnny 
Mathis sound-alike released a record called, “Zombie” under the name, Johnny Fever, in 1967.  The 
fever burned so hot that Sam has to stop. There was rent to pay and music wasn’t paying!  So Sam 
became a cherished Sheraton hotel employee, parlaying his creativity into designing lavish banquet 
party place-settings. Lucky for the Carlotta, he still had time and creative energy into the then-barren 
courtyard and lobby to create what became ‘The Grande Lobby’ and ‘The Secret Garden’ Courtyard.  
Those are now just memories.  So is Sam as of July 2015.

TYM MOTT-SMITH: The man with the irregularly-spelled three-word name, could not have been 
titled more appropriately. Born in New York in 1939, this man’s trajectory landed him on the Villa’s 
stoop in 1982 and right into apartment 111. Tym, who made his living in computer programming for 
aerospace companies was also an avid pianist.  His magical piano-playing over his 32-year stint at the 
Carlotta enchanted thousands of visitors walking through the doors and into the lobby. What might 
surprise those visitors is knowing that his love of piano, Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D minor being 
his personal favorite, was surpassed only by his love of mathematics. In October 2011, it was his love 
of life and Tom Rizzo’s “Spirits” that kept him from succumbing to an advanced form malignant colon 
cancer. Not afraid to talk about death, he’d tell you that his gravestone would instruct people to “Read 
Blake and Shakespeare, and look up the words.” Fortunately, he survived to enjoy more of his favorite 
part about life at the Carlotta- the communal Thanksgiving and Christmas meals in the lobby. Those 
meals came to an end just one month before Thanksgiving, when he moved out in October 2014.

BRIAN SIMPSON: In 2009, Brian, a Chicago-native turned his status from Carlotta visitor to 
resident, when his friend and Chateau Marmont co-worker, Felipe, sublet him apartment 208. Brian 
had spent a good deal of the last five years hanging at the Carlotta with Felipe and their good friend, 
Stinson Carter, who also lived at the Villa and worked at Chateau.  By 2011, in fact, there were four 
friends and co-workers living at the Villa.  Brian, an accomplished musician but struggling nonetheless, 
was an integral part of his friend, Stinson’s “Ladies Lunch” script. He provided endless amounts of 
comic relief.  Even more impressive than his musical abilities was this handsome-yet gruff bachelor’s 
impression of Andy Kaufman’s Tony Clifton, who would often make an appearance at neighborhood 
favorite “Piano Bar”. By February 2014, Simpson’s Tony Clifton was singing the Blues when he was 
forced to give up his beautiful courtyard-view apartment.

TOM RIZZO: An ex-teamster from New York, Tom Rizzo moved into the Carlotta in 1972, after 
a stint in Las Vegas where he rubbed elbows with Sammy Davis and Don Rickels- who used to bum 
cigarettes off of him.  With his operatic beltings of “Oi Marie!”, this navy-man turned psychic, was 
much a fixture of the Carlotta, as the coffered ceilings and painted beams. In 1993, Tom became “The 
Manager”. As the gatekeeper of the Carlotta, he was known for his almost legendary “What do you 
want?!?!” response when someone bravely knocked on his door, daring to enquire about high-demand 
vacancies. Tom was known for only letting in those “The Spirits” told him to let in.  Apparently, 
“The Spirits” had a strong bias towards singers, artists, writers, musicians, and free-thinkers. That 
contributed to an environment that cultivated art and the artists that lived here in a deeply important 
way. Tom took pride in that. The man that the Navy had released from his duties, citing that he was 
“nonconformist but extremely good under pressure”, was a true patron of the Arts. Unfortunately for 
the Villa Carlotta, that legacy ended in February of 2014. Tom had been fired. He packed up 42 years 
of belongings; tried giving away old typewriters and a piano, and with one last “Oi Marie!”, was gone.

HEATHER MCCLINTOCK: A quiet blonde, Heather McClintock, who first set eyes on the Villa 
Carlotta in 2008, on a trip to visit Colin Finlay, described being “awestruck”.  That’s saying a lot from 
the documentary photographer who had traveled throughout the world, focusing primarily on the 
atrocities to the child-victims of the civil war in Northern Uganda.  The idyllic atmosphere of the Villa 
was a welcome contrast to the years she had devoted to documenting and editing the images of 



that conflict into her first book, “The Innocent”. In March of 2011, Heather passed Tom’s ‘Spirit’-test 
and was given her own place in paradise, in 310.  There she enjoyed her cocoon and the opportunity 
to grow and recreate herself. Almost every morning was spent enjoying the courtyard fountain and 
visions of the future. That future left the Villa Carlotta in May 2014.

MARK MACINNIS: In 2009, 30-something year old Mark moved into courtyard-view apartment 408 
and joined his friends, Stinson Carter and Brian Simpson to complete the trifecta of “Ladies Lunch”, 
the script developed by Stinson.  Originally from the Detroit suburbs, Mark, who also worked at the 
Chateau Marmont was an aspiring filmmaker.  He had started work on a documentary film called 
“Urban Roots” about the urban farmers of Detroit, for which he later solicited still-photography work 
from his neighbor-pal, Sylvie. Inspired, the two started a now-defunct community garden called “Gower 
Garden” and then built the Carlotta’s first rooftop garden boxes. One look at this leather jacket-clad 
motorcycle-riding slickster would make the observer question whether documentaries and gardens 
were even in this fellow’s vocabulary.  Indeed, although the Gower Garden did not survive, the Carlotta 
rooftop garden thrived until it was torn down by new management sometime in late 2013.  Mark’s 
Carlotta roots were cut a year later in 2014.

COLIN FINLAY: Luck struck Colin Finlay in 2002 when he took over 309, his cousin’s corner 
courtyard apartment. He was already an accomplished documentary-photojournalist, painter, and 
composer. His photojournalism work centered around documenting the war-torn areas such as 
the Killing Fields in Cambodia, the Rwandan Genocide, and Apartheid South Africa, to name a 
few. During his time at the Carlotta, Colin was nominated for Emmys and garnered prestigious 
international photojournalism awards, like six Picture of the Year awards, a Book of the Year award, 
and countless others. He called the Villa Carlotta “creatively explosive”.  He even met his fiance, 
Heather McClintock, who moved to 310-the apartment across the hall. Although he was sought-after 
for commercial projects, Colin felt a responsibility to tell more urgent stories, and so he continued 
to focus primarily on his documentary work.  Some of his most fascinating work, which is as of 
yet unreleased, was inspired by his time in Hollywood. The project, called “Boulevard” had him 
roaming down Hollywood, Sunset, and Santa Monica Boulevards, capturing and recording whatever 
fascinating details and snippets of conversations he encountered on years worth of walks. He was 
anxious to capture “the voice of the common man” before it was no more. In May of 214, Colin’s 
voice left the Carlotta.

So many other ghosts are here, some louder than others....
some quiet as whispers. 

Listen to them, their cries are real and they echo past the 
beautiful grand lobby of the Villa Carlotta, past Franklin 
Village, and past Hollywood. They reach Los Feliz and 
Silverlake. And Echo Park.  And Boyle Heights.  And Highland 
Park. And Eagle Rock. And MacArthur Park. And Jefferson 
Park. And Venice. And.

Stop their cries. Pay attention.


